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Unlike the last five years, my introductory words for 

the annual report won’t be “it was a difficult year for 

the environmental protection in Bulgaria”. What is 

true is the fact that 2017 was the year in which there 

was a real open war against the environmental 

protection, the civil society and the democracy in the 

country. The government managed to seize the control 

of all available European and other funds for 

environmental protection thus making them 

inaccessible for the NGOs.  The latter led to the 

disappearance of several important organizations 

working for years in the field of environmental 

protection. 

The fact that BBF managed to fulfil all activities that 

you are going to read about later in the report is a real 

miracle and I am ready to say that they have been 

accomplished despite all serious efforts of the 

government to hinder their implementation. I would 

like to thank all members of the BBF team for their 

unique motivation and for the fact that they have faith 

in the important things.     

Last but not least, I strongly believe that the 

difficulties we face only guide us towards new 

possibilities and undiscovered paths and the most 

interesting is yet to come! 

Rumyana Ivanova 

Executive Director of BBF 20
17
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I. YEAR 2017 FOR BBF  
 

A few of the key events that happened in BBF during 
this year were in unison with the complex situation: 

• Part of the changes we had to undertake was 
choosing a new and smaller office with a good 
location in the central part of the city – since June 
BBF can be found at 6 Triaditza str. Office 504. 

• In times of changes it is useful for the 
organization to walk through and analyze its 
activities in order to be helpful for the 
environmental protection and even for the civic 
society. Due to this BBF organized a special team meeting for establishment of actualized 
Strategic conservation plan, using the Open standards for the Practice of Conservation 
(Adaptive management). 

• Unfortunately for the first time for many years 
BBF had to loose part of its team (at least 
officially). The contracts of Desi, Petya, Marieta, 
Elitza, Rosen and Vlady were terminated at the 
end of September. Despite of this and regardless 
of all difficulties the team continues to work in 
cooperation and each person is finding its own 
way to contribute to the work of the Foundation. 

• In December the team of BBF gathered together 
for a Christmas art workshop in the “Pod Cherdaka” hotel in the region of Western Balkan 
where we also used the time for strategic and emotional discussions how to continue to work 
in the future.  

• In relation to the aforementioned we have decided to put some efforts in several business 
initiatives as a way to provide additional funds for the activities of the Foundation: 

- We have created our own online shop: www.shop.biodiversity.bg 

- We have developed the idea for the creation of a product with a social cause – „Nature in a 
Box“ – a beautiful presents for corporate clients filled with farm products produced from 
family businesses developed in the regions 
with persevered nature; 

- We are trying to benefit from the 
educational products developed by the 
Nature Academy Uzana, Symbiotic and the 
Trails and too organize paid events around 
the Atanasovsko Lake. 

And of course the best news for 2017 – we have a 
new BBF baby – the little Sofia - the daughter of our 
colleague Martina. 

 

http://www.shop.biodiversity.bg/
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II. REVIEW OF THE REGULAR BBF ACTIVITIES  

1. GREEN BELT AND NATURA 2000 
BBF actively participated in the public discussions of the MoEW project for the establishment of 
Natura 2000 management bodies. A statement of the Coalition was drafted rejecting the proposal 
District governments to manage the Natura 2000 zones. An alternative proposal was made Natura 
2000 sites to be managed by the authorities responsible for the management of protected areas, 
like RIEWs and other legal entities. Unfortunately, after the efforts made, it was convinced that the 
whole process of stakeholder involvement was pro forma without an adequate analysis of the 
potential of the different governance models and a predetermined political solution. 

At the end of 2016, with the support of the Bulgarian 
MEP Svetoslav Malinov we managed to put a 
parliamentary question on the fitness check of the 
Habitats and Birds Directives through. We 
collaborated with CEEWEB for a European campaign 
among Bulgarian MEPs, which was part of the joint 
campaign of European nature conservation 
organizations to protect Natura 2000 Network. 
Besides Mr. Svetoslav Malinov, questions about the 
delay in announcing the results of the fitness check 
were also asked by MEPs Eva Paunova and Filiz Husmeinova. As a final result of the EHF 
organizations European campaign, the European Commission presented its report and plan for 
better implementation of the directives in the EU. 

The Natura 2000 and Green Belt Coordinator of the 
BBF took part in the Second Biogeographical 
Workshop on the Alpine Natura 2000 in Padua, Italy, 
June 2017, where various aspects of the 
management and monitoring of the protected areas 
of Natura 2000 were discussed and discussed with 
stakeholders from the EU member states 2000 in the 
Alpine biogeographical region. We presented a 
poster "Tools for management and protection of 
forests in Natura 2000 in Bulgaria". We participated in a bilateral meeting of the EC in Bulgaria on 
the Natura 2000 Action Plan on 21.11.2017, presenting the problems of Natura 2000 conservation 
and the attack on the Bulgarian civil society at the meeting. 

Together with Euronatour and the Regional Office for Eastern Europe and Central Asia of the 
International Union for the Protection of Nature (IUCN ECARO), we organized a working meeting 
on the Balkan Green Belt in the 20-22 February 2017 in the Osogovo region of Kyustendil. Together 
with Green Balkans, it promotes selected areas of the Green Belt in Bulgaria - in 2017 it was 
Strandzha Nature Park. 

BBF actively participates in the work and meetings of the Management Board of the European 
Green Belt Association. We also represent nature conservation NGOs in the Joint Monitoring 
Committee under the Interreg-IPP Program for Cross-Border Cooperation Program Bulgaria - 
Macedonia 2014-2020. 
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2. BIOSPHERE RESERVES (Parks) 
 
BBF announced 2017 for the Year of the Biosphere Parks and we 
worked hard for the popularization of the newly established 
biosphere parks in Bulgaria. In September we sent 5 youth 
activists from “Central Balkan“, „Chervenata stena“ and 
„Uzunbudzhak“ to represent Bulgaria in the first Youth forum of 
the UNESCO’s program „The Man and the Biosphere“. 282 
young people aged from 18 to 35 years from 85 countries and 
140 biosphere parks from all over the world spent an 
unforgettable week in the Delta of the River Po in Italy. After 
series of interactive workshops, teamwork and numerous 
discussions, the delegates created their own Vision for the 
future of the youths in the biosphere parks. 

In the end of September a meeting with representatives of the 
biosphere parks from the Czech Republic and Slovenia, Mr. Petr Kupa from the Biosphere reserve 
„Dolna Morava“ and Mrs. Vanya Debevec from the biosphere park „Skochanska cave“ was held in 
the municipality of Asenovgrad. The aim of the meeting was to provide possibilities for exchange 
of experience for biosphere parks management and sharing ideas for the development of local and 
regional brands for the services and goods produced in the biosphere parks. The members of the 
Advisor committee of the „Chervenata 
stena” biosphere park, representatives 
from MOEW, as well as from the other 
three parks in Bulgaria participated in 
the meeting. A BBF representative 
introduced the process of creation of the 
local brand „Strandzha” and the 
certification of the local people.  

By decision of June 2017, at the 29th session of the Intergovernmental Coordination Council of the 
Man and the Biosphere Program in Paris, Chervenata Stena,  Srebarna and Uzunbudzak Biosphere 
Parks were expanded, and Steneto, Tsarichina, Djandem and Boatin were included in a common 
biosphere park called Central Balkan, thanks to the joint work of the BBF, the Parks Association in 
Bulgaria, the MoEW, the MAF and the EFA, the Directorates of Central Balkan NP and Strandja NP, 
RIEW Plovdiv and Rousse and the municipalities of Asenovgrad, Karlovo, Troyan, Anton, Sevlievo, 
Pavel Banya, Silistra and Malko Turnovo. 

The Bulgarian experience in the announcement of the contemporary biosphere parks was 
presented at a workshop on the application of the Mesta River as a biosphere park and inclusion in 
the Man and the Biosphere program. The workshop "Optimizing Ecotourism Development and 
Conservation of the Mesta River: The Role of Local Communities" took place on 19-20 October 
2017 in Mesta, Kavala, Greece, on the initiative of UNESCO Chair Con-E-Ect, with the support the 
Regional Bureau of Science and Culture in Europe, Venice and Greece MAB Committee. 
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3. PROTECTED AREAS AND SPECIES 
• We appealed against the refusal of the Plovdiv Public Prosecutor's Office to start criminal 

proceedings against a person who exposed taxidermies Golden and White-tailed eagles in a 
restaurant in the old town of Plovdiv in January. The court refused to initiate any proceedings 
and the owner remains unpunished. 

• In cooperation with WWF and the Coalition, we participated in the preparation of a proposal 
to the MoAFF to protect 10% of the state-owned forests in the proposed Rila Buffer Protected 
Zone. Unfortunately, despite the slight initial enthusiasm, MoAFF refused to support it. 

• We have placed 10 wooden houses for Lesser Kestrels in the Greek villages Mega and Mikro 
Ducatos in cooperation with the Greek National Park of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace and the 
Greek NGO BirdWing. One of the houses in the village of Mikro Ducat is occupied by a pair of 
Lesser Kestrels and 6 houses are occupied by starlings. This is a pilot action that aims at the 
development of active cooperation with neighboring Greek national parks and to create 
possibilities for development of future joint nature conservation activities. 

• An analysis for the implementation of Natura 2000 in Bulgaria with recommendations for the 
Bulgarian priorities in the implementation of the European Natura 2000 Action Plan has been 
developed by BBF in cooperation with CEEWEB. 

• BBF developed and deposited an opinion on the Environmental Impact Assessment of the 
Master Plan of the Municipality of Sapareva Banya. It was ignored by the RIEW and, 
unfortunately, we missed the deadlines for appealing of the EIA. 

• BBF and the Coalition participated in the elaboration of a statement regarding the Master Plan 
of the Municipality of Primorsko. The statement was rejected by MoEW, which approved the 
Master plan and BBF appealed against this decision. 

• We participated in the national campaign for the Kaliakra case by preparing a series of articles 
for the media. 

• BBF represented the Bulgarian non-governmental organizations in a working group at the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry for the preparation of Law on Amendment and 
Supplement to the Hunting and Game Protection Act. MoAFF proposed a series of changes 
contrary to the principles of sustainable use, but as a result of public and expert resistance the 
draft-low was blocked even before it was submitted to the Council of Ministers. 

• BBF representatives participated in the following meetings: 

o Conference on the Strategy for protection of centuries old forest in Europe (13-
14.09.2017). 

o Bilateral meeting of the EC in Bulgaria for the Natura 2000 Action Plan was held on 
21.11.2017 and we presented the problems of Natura 2000 conservation and the 
attack on the Bulgarian civil society. 
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o Meetings of the Scientific Advisory Council of the Central Balkan National Park. 

• A regular meeting of the National Council for 
Biological Diversity (NCBD) for consideration and 
presentation for approval of 8 Action plans for 
priority conservation bird species by the competent 
sectoral ministers was held on 1.12.2017. After a 
contested vote the three plans presented by BBF – 
for the White-backed and the Three-toed 
Woodpecker, as well as for the Capercaillie were 
approved and after completion in accordance to the 
notes received will be proposed for approval by the Minister of the Environment and the 
Minister of Agriculture, Food and Forestry.  

4. PR AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN 2017  

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES  
In 2017 BBF had several important topics to communicate – the final event of the Bulgarian-Swiss 
project "For the Balkan and the People", Atanasovsko Lake, Osogovo, Children's Nature Academy 
Uzana and the Biosphere parks. For these topics some special events, social and traditional media, 
promotional materials, websites etc. were used to facilitate the communication process. 

"For the Balkans and the people" Project  
The fifth year for the project gave us the opportunity to 
highlight the most important results we have achieved in 
cooperation with our partners and to organize a final 
event under the patronage of the Ambassador of 
Switzerland in BG, the culmination for 2017. 

We’ve organized the international forum "Mission: clean 
food, fair livelihood" in the Aula of the Sofia University 
"St. Kliment Ohridski" on the 5th of July 2017. The forum 
included 4 modules, 18 lecturers and a wide variety of discussions about food, the mature and 
livelihood. The journalist Dragomir Simeonov was the 
host. 

"Natura Fest" - farm foods fair with food products made 
in Natura 2000 zones, took place in the same date at 
16:00 in Zaimov park, Sofia. The fair included also: art 
workshops, games for children, movies, exhibitions, big 
demonstrational cooking with Uti with bio beef, 
Chiprovski rugs weaving, games with participants, open-
air concert under the summer night sky. And these 
were just a part of the events available in the first "Natura Fest" in Sofia.  
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Five short videos were created for the promotion of the events. Videos were used in the social 
media. Another promotional tool was the practical guide for the Balkan containing information 
about farmers and small businesses from the project region and maps of Natura 2000 zones with 
their exact location. Information about the farms can also be found at the European website: 

https://www.natura2000branding.eu/products/ 

One of the many events for popularization of the 
Balkan region was a bicycle tour that gathered 
riders in "Pod Chardaka", a family hotel near 
Lopushanski monastery to and gave them the 
chance to visit one of the most amazing and 
pristine parts of the Balkan – the Chiprovska 
Mountain.  

A culinary competition was held in Chiprovci on the 24th of 
May - the day of the Slavic literacy and culture. The project 
organized "Torlashka cuisine with local products" 
competition, which attracted many people who took a part 
in the three categories - "Local meals", "Sweet culinary 
masterpieces", "Vegetarian meals". BBF provided financial 
awards to the winners of the competition. 

Atanasovsko Lake 
The Lake continues to be a popular tourist 
destination which is visited by more than 4800 
people every day in August. Our Salt Festival was 
held on the 12th of August and thus coincided with 
the Birthday of the reserve. The guests had a 
bicycle adventure to "Tochkata" participated in 
workshops, danced, got acquainted to "Pelican 
Feather” novel, participated in sports games, read 
on hammocks, etc. There were also exhibitions, 
acro yoga, Mary Boys Band's concert and many 

more. We opened the new space of 
Atanasovsko Lake - "symbiotic", which hosted 
the exhibition, area demonstrating the salt 
making process and a Sea library. Special art 
installation representing a person on a bicycle 
made of wire was put up in front of the space. 

The team of the project "The Salt of Life" sent a 
nomination for Natura 2000's award in the 

Communication category to introduce the communicational tools used during the project. 

https://www.natura2000branding.eu/products/
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Uzana 
In order to attract more children, parents and 
friends of nature, numerous events were 
organized in Uzana throughout the whole year: 
educational workshop about nature interpretation 
in March; Sledge race; Dwarves in the wild – 
games for treasure hunters, Winter stories – 
adventures for kids; 55 shades of wild, 
International snow day – 15th of January; 
Voluntary cleaning of Sinkevica river, Spring in the 
wild – 8th of April; summer camp Divo bile (20th - 
24th June); summer camp Taralejeni istorii – 15th - 
19th of August; Into the wild – find yourself, the others and the Balkan; Traces in the snow and 
many others. 

 

An event that attracted many people was the summer festival - "Uzana den I nosht/Uzana day and 
night" on the 6th of August 2017, which includes mountain biking, hikes in the mountain, 
workshops, a hammock place, a climbing wall, summer open-air cinema, nice music and campfire 
stories. 

ANNUAL BIODIVERSITY AWARDS 2017 
This year Annual biodiversity awards event was held earlier and took place on the 19th of 
September in the Borisova garden in Sofia.   

https://www.facebook.com/events/111710841508
6672/ 

The protection of the Bulgarian nature and the 
legality were the main themes for all the nominees. 
In his talk H. Ex. Denis Knobel – the Ambassador of 
Switzerland in Bulgaria gave his regards to 
everybody and said he hoped they will continue 
preserving the biodiversity because "it's important 
not only in Bulgaria, but all around the world and 

https://www.facebook.com/events/1117108415086672/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1117108415086672/
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that is what is connecting us". 

The previous night the audience's vote was known and the hard task of announcing the winners 
during the ceremony was given to Radoslav Parushev, Krasimira Velichkova, Iva Doychinova, Elitsa 
Barakova and Elena Telbis. 

1. The most successful biodiversity protection campaign 

The campaign for Trun attracted many people and even public figures, and also provided planning 
of an alternative way of developing the region with ecotourism and had the attention of the whole 
country. The public chose association "Balkanka" for its campaign connected with the protection 
of Bulgaria's rivers. The award was handed by Radoslav Parushev who said that all the 
nominations are "our victory in the protection of the nature". 

2. The best journalistic work, connected with the protection of Bulgaria's wild nature. 

From the two nominations of popular journalists the jury chose the series of investigations, which 
were hosted by Stoyan Georgiev from bTV unveiling the fraud with estates leading to the 
construction of green areas in Sofia. He was chosen because of his bravery and the whole result 
from the series – the action from the prosecutor's office. 

3. Activist for nature 

Despite the slight hesitation of the 
audience its vote went for the group 
"Save Bedechka" for a second year in 
a roll. The leaders of the group 
blamed their success on the lawyer – 
Aleksander Kodzhabashev who has 
put a lot of energy helping them 
preserve Bedechka Park. 

The jury gave its admirations to a 
Dutchman who is fighting to make 
Bulgaria a better place for living. 
Patrick Smithyois blew them away 
with his activity in numerous nature conservation campaigns and with his movie "The final blow in 
Bulgaria", which got more than 500 000 views and was one of the most powerful weapons in the 
war for the nature in Trun. 

4. A politician putting the biggest importance on the Bulgarian nature 

Although having the least nominations the category was very interesting this year, because 9 
municipalities have become keen on the conservation of its nature as a way of development for 
the region. The jury decided to award the municipalities of Karlovo, Troyan, Anton, Pavel Banja, 
Sevlievo, Asenovgrad, Silistra, Malko Turnovo for their contribution in the nominations of the new 
type of biosphere parks - "Central Balkan", "Srebarna", "Uzunbudzhak" and "Chervenata stena". 
The public appreciated what the mayor of Gorna Malina has been done for the nature, but as Mr.  
Aleksander Zhilanov said during the ceremony - he doesn’t feel a politician to be nominated in this 
category. 

5. Award for pro biodiversity businesses  

This category also has a lot of nominations which shows that environmentally friendly businesses 
are becoming more and more popular. The jury award was given to Traventuria – the tour 
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operator that continues to popularize responsible tourism with a cause. The public vote was given 
to the Kosti State Forestry for their new business with beekeeping and the production of honey. 

6. Award for overall contribution to the cause 

This year the award was given to Assoc. Proff. Dr. Rosen Tsonev – professional ecologist, ecology 
teacher in the Biology faculty at Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski". His work dedicated to the 
protection of nature and Natura 2000 is widely appreciated. 

 
Celebration of international dates 
World Wetlands Day - 2nd February. This year's 
theme of the day was "Wetlands for Disaster Risk 
Reduction". 2017 was a special year, because it 
marks 20 years since the World Wetlands day is 
celebrating in Bulgaria. BBF organized a special tour 
in the villages around Lake Atanasovsko in order to 
make the day familiar to many people. In order to 
make the day more entertaining and memorable fun 
quizzes with many prizes were conducted. 

BBF is officially joining the organizations around the world celebrating the World Wildlife Day on 
the 3rd March – the date on which in 1973 the Convention regulating the trade of endangered 
species from the wild flora and fauna was signed. Yana Nikolova's presentation did not remain 
unnoticed by CITES and was included in the world map of events on World Wildlife Day. 

What started as a local initiative through a Spanish LIFE project is becoming an official European 
day. On a special ceremony the environment commissary Karmenu Vella, the chairman of the 
Environment Commission of the European parliament Adina-Joana Valean and others signed a 
declaration for the announcement of the 21st May to be the day of Natura 2000 – a network of 
protected territories in Europe. It will be celebrated annually in Europe. 

24th September – Green Belt day 

For the second year BBF organizes the celebration 
of the Green Belt day with a bicycle ride in the 
region of the Green belt. In 2017 all the bikers rode 
through Strandja and they also went through the 
once restricted zones which were part of the Iron 
curtain that divided the socialist from the rest of 
the world. There was also a hike from Ahtopol to 
the firth of river Veleka organized with the help of 
our partners from "Zelena Strandza".  

The municipality of Burgas invited us to take part in the Week of mobility in September. Not only 
did we take part in the biking in Strandja but we 
organized a special tour for the students of "Nikola 
Obreshkov" high school, Burgas with the salt train 
around Lake Atanasovsko. 

We took part in the project Bat Night in Blagoevgrad 
and Burgas, and organized a lecture with bat cookies 
(24.10.2017) in cooperation with Stanimira Deleva 
from Green Balkans. 
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BBF's awards 

BBF got the Award in the category - "Partnership with the 
local institutions for the realization of projects for the local 
community". The aim was the realization of projects 
concerning the protection of the biodiversity of some of the 
municipalities located to the west from Sofia, creating 
informative and advertising materials for their natural 
resources and sponsoring the making of a diploma work on 
the flora in Chepan 
Mountain. 

On the 13th December in 
BTA we were awarded in the campaign "I preserve the forests 
and eagles in Bulgaria". 14 people with 10 nominations 
received their prizes. The campaign is organized by BSPB and 
Executive Forestry Agency for the fourth time. Elitsa Ivanova 
from BBF was nominated for running cases against the traffic 
of protected animals. 

BBF was given an honorary diploma and a statuette on the 
ceremony of celebrating the 25th anniversary of the 
announcement of Rila as a national park. The event was on 
24th February 2017 in the municipality of Blagoevgrad. 

We are happy to announce the new protected site - 
"Tesnolisten Bojur" with surface of 13.5 hectares. A long 
process which ended with a success – the preservation of the 
last place the Fern Leaf Peony grows. The location was found 

by Rosen 
Tsonev, 

Andrey Ralev, Petar Shurulikov and Todor 
Karakiev and was announced in the magazine 
“Phytologia Balcanica” in 2010. BBF and 
"Balkani"'s campaign for the conservation of 
the wild plant was carried out with the help of 
volunteers and experts with no external 
financing. Sofia City municipality was involved 
as well, by putting forward a suggestion. An 
order from the Ministry of environment and 
waters announced "Tesnolisten Bojur" as a 
protected site. 

 
Partnerships 
On 15th September 2017 a new international ecological network was established 
(BalkanNatureNet). Its purpose is to unify the experts’ efforts in environmental protection and 
education for achieving a steady progress in the Balkan region and the neighboring countries. The 
network will function via an internet platform for experience sharing and it will support 
collaborative projects for resolving ecological problems in the region. 
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On the 5th December – the International day of the volunteer, BBF 
participated in the discussion "Voluntary work – humanism in action" 
organized by Bulgarian Red Cross - Burgas together with other 
organizations from Burgas. 

Although there were many attempts for 
discrediting of people involved in 
environmental protection, it turns out 
that people haven't lost their humanity. 
People from all around the country raised 5 357 lv. only for two 
months - the donation was used for providing a financial support to 
Nikolay Staykov, which car was burned because of his work "Central 
Balkan" National park as guard of "Kalofer" area for many years. 

BBF had a huge contribution to the cause. 

As usual in moments of crisis, Coalition “For the nature in Bulgaria” 
joins its powers and becomes stronger and more effective. There 
were many meetings and the culmination was the coalition's meeting 
on the 30th November during the “Days of the challenges” hosted by 
L. Popyordanov from BAAT. Members from the coalition and many 
friends managed to gather themselves in a special celebration for the 
nature before Christmas. 

BBF in cooperation with BSPB and the municipality of Burgas initiated the development of an 
Integrated project under the LIFE program. As a result of the aforementioned we received 
technical assistance for the development of the idea for the management of the waters, which has 
to be worked out no later than 19th April 2018. 

We took part in the meeting of the 
ship Rainbow of Greenpeace on the 
5th August in Burgas with a special 
workshop for kids and using of plastic 
materials. 

BBF together with other Bulgarian and 
Romanian interested parties is a 
member of the Black sea Advisory 
council. Our representative 
participated in a gathering of BLSAC in Sinai, Romania in November where an increase of the 
membership fee up to 1300 euro was decided, the latter making our further participation in the 
council impossible. 

BBF was invited to present its Black sea projects during the conference "Black sea – European 
perspectives" an event with which we celebrated the International Black sea day on the 31st 
October 2017 in Burgas. Minister L.Pavlova, At.Nikolova, the mayor of Burgas and many others 
participated. 

The 6th issue of the Chestnut festival was organized from 13th to 15th October 2017 in Kolarovo 
village. This year‘s festival duration was 3 days and the program offered a variety of experiences, 
tasty meals and many entertainment activities. BBF was an active participant and organizer of the 
event. 
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BBF was hired to organize a special celebration for the kids in Elin Pelin Municipality. The team 
organized a Biodiversity Carnival in Elin Pelin in April and presented CAN Uzana with a lot of games 
and activities. The celebration was part of the Forest Week in Elin Pelin. 

   
During the year we had a successful partnership with CEEWeb for biodiversity. Together with them 
we continued to promote Natura 2000's network in Bulgaria and Europe and to lobby for its 
adequate management. We joined the informational campaign for dissemination of the ideas of 
the blue and green infrastructure politics. CEEWeb helped the spreading of the international 
campaign for the prevention of building up on the area of National park "Pirin" with the petition 
they sent to the Prime Minister Boyko Borisov. 

This year we counted on many volunteers to help us with our 
work in many campaigns, translations, supporting the work for 
"Simbiotichno", for the Festival of the salt, for the marathon etc. 
Our collaboration with the Time Heroes platform was very 
successful.  

Throughout the whole year we tried to preserve our partnership 
with non-governmental organizations from other sectors. Last year we were united by the attack 
against the civil society organized by some media, institutions and supported on a very high level. 
Our partnership with the NGO organizations turned out to be a huge success. Throughout the year 
we came out with joined opinions regarding many important questions, we stopped changes in 
the laws aimed at NGO, reacted to repressions and violence against representatives from 
community organizations. A communication club was established and BBF took main part in it. The 
club carried out trainings on variety of themes connected with the improvement of NGOs’ 
cooperation with society. 

 

We continued our partnership with the organizations which signed the memorandum for 
sustainable tourism. Through the year we carried out some collaborative meetings, setting the 
ground for collaborations regarding the conservation of the environment and the tourism. 
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Media 
BBF is well indicated in the media for its activities, projects and campaigns – For the annual 
awards, for the Festival of the salt, For Atanasovsko Lake, for Belasitsa, for Uzana etc. 

A short conclusion of 2017 for BBF in front of FOCUS  

http://www.focus-news.net/news/2017/12/27/2471282/radostina-tsenova-2017-godina-beshe-
dobra-uspyahme-da-se-spravim-s-dosta-problemi.html 

Novelty this year was the promotion of Osogovo (18 publications and 2 radio interviews) with the 
help of two photo galleries and materials in 
regional media, including Capital 
newspaper.  

The main emphasis were the themes of the 
project "For the Balkan and the people", 
which were indicated in hundreds of 
materials. 

The material of Stefan Avramov "The Bomb" 
Kaliakra – who lied to people?” gave 
answers to many questions of the public 
discussion in the summer. 

We promoted the 7th issue of the festival of the short film Green-Go on three different themes: To 
build and live green (green infrastructure); The last day on earth? (The Earth Oevershooy Day); 
Your Europe in year 2050 (EU budget). 

 
Surveys 
The sociological research polls that serve as basis for the current report were conducted at the 
final stage of the “For the Balkan and People” project implementation. The goal of the polls was to 
assess the changes achieved in the region of Western and Central Stara Planina, as well as to 
examine the changes in the attitudes at national level which result from the implementation of the 
project activities. Two polls have been conducted by ESTAT Agency (February 16, 2017) - one 
focused on the region within the project activities’ range and second aimed at assessing the 
project’s wider visibility and the national level impact of the conducted activities. 

The main conclusions were: 

» Nature is the most 
important element from the 
individual national identity 
for Bulgarians. It is the basic 
part of the „Bulgarianness”, 
followed by other identity 
marks such as history, 
traditions, customs and 
folklore art and.  

» The attitude towards and the engagement in environmental protection have become part of 
the personal image for the largest part of the Bulgarians.  

http://www.focus-news.net/news/2017/12/27/2471282/radostina-tsenova-2017-godina-beshe-dobra-uspyahme-da-se-spravim-s-dosta-problemi.html
http://www.focus-news.net/news/2017/12/27/2471282/radostina-tsenova-2017-godina-beshe-dobra-uspyahme-da-se-spravim-s-dosta-problemi.html
https://clubz.bg/node/56961
https://clubz.bg/node/56961
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» The Bulgarians are categorical in their opinion that protected nature supports economic 
development and that family farms and small tourism businesses support the protection of 
nature, as well the regional economic development and can be the main source for livelihood 
in the mountainous regions of the country.  

» There are considerable changes in demand and preferences for healthy food, produced in an 
environmentally-friendly way from small-scale business among the high status and high income 
groups. As a result of this the supply of such products has doubled and was facilitated and the 
number of agricultural and stock breeding activities within the Project region has also 
increased.  

» The majority of Bulgarians choose places with protected nature as locations for their holidays. 
The tendency is also beneficial for the regional development – during the last four years the 
number of tourists visiting the project region has increased.  

» The need for environmental education outdoor activities for children and securing the link with 
nature and provision of knowledge for its protection for youngsters supports the general public 
high appreciation of the importance of nature.  

» The majority of people living within or in the vicinity of protected territories and zones realize 
that they live in places with special status and estimated the possibilities for future business 
development of the regions in the vicinity of Natura 2000 zones as favorable. 

» Despite the fact that most of the people are not well acquainted with the details of 
management of protected zones, the opinion that the environmental threats for the protected 
territories and Natura 2000 zones should be minimized is predominant. What is more – people 
show a high degree of engagement with environmental protection problems and need for 
participation in the decision-making processes at local level related to the utilization of natural 
resources.    

» Protected nature cannot be used gratuitously for the business needs. The participants in the 
regional and national poll claim that the business should provide means for environmental 
protection (funds, voluntary work etc.). 

» Restrictions and rules for hunting activities are part of the environmental protection. However, 
total ban of hunting is too a radical measure according to most of the respondents. An 
acceptable measure would be banning of the hunting activities along and close to tourist trails, 
roads and objects of interest. The respondents also a slighter degree of express support to the 
idea for banning of hunting during national holidays as well as paying rent to the owners of the 
land where the hunting activities take pace 
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» The public perceives the environmental protection and the ecological organizations as one of 
the main information channels for environmental problems to which they can trust. Due to this 
when talking about funding possibilities, people appoint the government/country as the main 
source of funds - a need for guarantying the existence of such organization has been expressed.  

» The visibility of business and farms funded by the Bulgarian-Swiss Program through Bulgarian 
environmental protection organizations is very high at regional level – 48 % of the respondents 
know about such examples directly, and 21 % have at least heard about farms and companies 
that have received support. 13 % of the Bulgarians at national level are informed that 
Switzerland contributes financially to the environmental protection and the development of 
small family farms in Bulgaria.  

» The public is absolutely sure that the Swiss contribution for the Bulgarian NGO sector and small 
farms is very useful and also claims that Switzerland should continue with the financial support 
in Bulgaria for the next five years to come. 

 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
2017 marks the 12th year of 
conduction of BBF’s Biodiversity 
course lectures hosted by the Biology 
faculty of Sofia University "St. Kliment 
Ohridski". We managed to live stream 
the lectures in Facebook which 
significantly increased the number of 
people having access to our 
Biodiversity course. 

Apart from the lectures we also organized a 6-day "Youth summer camp For the Balkan" near 
"Uzana". 20 people took part in the event. 

The main themes of the 
camp were Permaculture 
and Sustainable building. In 
the beginning all the 
participants underwent a 
beginner’s course in 
Permaculture – lectures 
and practical exercises. 

After the course the participants managed to create permaculture garden for the needs of the 
Children's Nature academy "Uzana". 

Apart from the garden, a hemisphere from natural resources was created and will be used in some 
of the academy's programs.  
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III. BBF BRANCH OPERATIONS 

THE BELASITZA BRANCH 

In 2017 the team of BBF - Belasitsa Branch 
continued its work in Belasitsa region. We 
maintain, develop and update regularly 
Belasitsa Internet Portal – 
www.belasitsa.com. 
During the second part of 2017 we 
participated in the development of new 
international project proposal for EU LIFE 
Programme which is planned to include 
Belasitsa international region. The projects proposal aims at more than 8 different sites along the 
European Green Belt and is meant to demonstrate the various levels of connectivity and green 
infrastructure actions along the EGB and selected areas.  
 
Traditionally we took part in organizing and performing the Chestnut Festival together with Belasitsa 
Nature Park Directorate. In 2017 an Organizational Committee for the Festival was established and 
BBF - Belasitsa Branch is a member of it along with Belasitsa Nature Park Directorate and Pirin 
Tourism Forum. 
For third year in a raw BBF - Belasitsa Branch contributed to the initiative “Bat night” held by the 
Regional Historical museum in Blagoevgrad at which tens of school children from the town learned 
about these interesting creatures, for their important role in the nature and the challenges they are 
facing. 
A specialized Webinar “Adaptive management – step forward in planning and management of 
environmental actions and projects” was organized and held targeted at experts working in the 
field of the nature conservation in Bulgaria. The aim of the event was to introduce Adaptive 
management methodology and Open standards for the practice of conservation to nature 
conservation professionals in Bulgaria. 

In November 2017 a member of BBF - Belasitsa Branch participated in European Coaches Rally, 
organised by Conservation Coaches Network Europe and gathering some of the best experts and 
coaches practicing Adaptive management and Open standards for the practice of conservation. 
A member of BBF - Belasitsa Branch became a founding member of Balkan Nature Net - a 
professional expert network for experts working in nature conservation and education for 
sustainable development (ESD) in the Balkan region and adjacent countries –  
http://www.balkanature.net. 
 

 
10th Winter Belasitza was organized in February, 2017. 

http://www.belasitsa.com/
http://www.balkanature.net/
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THE STRANDJA BRANCH 

The Branch continued its work in Strandja area working with the Park Directorate and RIEW Burgas for 
the development of the Biosphere reserve. The people from Burgas office work for the Burgas Lakes 
and are trying to solve different regional cases.  There was active work with the Municipality of Burgas 
for the development of Integrated project (finally a concept for Water management  was prepared 
and presented to LIFE in September 2017), also a proposal for the Technical Assistance was supplied 
and later on was approved by EC / 
LIFE programme.  

We took a part in the meeting of 
the Public Council for the new 
Biosphere park “Uzunbodzhak” 
which was called by RIEW Burgas 
and Municipality of Malko 
Turnovo in December. 

KALIAKRA BRANCH 

This branch implemented the REEFS project and runs the Balgarevo Nature Conservation Centre. 
Unfortunately there is no funding available for a salary of the personal and the Center is closed for the 
moment. Different options for development of local NGO are observing, after the exhaust of the 
branches according the Transboundary programmes.  

EASTERN RHODOPES BRANCH 

The people from the region were actively involved in the five-year LIFE project “Conservation of t 
Black and Griffon Vultures in the Rhodope mountains” (LIFE14 NAT / NL / 000901) developed by 
Rewilding Europe in partnership with Rewilding Rhodopes Foundation, Bulgarian Society for the 
Protection of Birds, WWF Greece, the Vulture Conservation Foundation and the Greek Ornithological 
Society. The project aims at restoring and expanding Griffon vulture populations and returning the 
Black Vulture to this part of the Balkans. 

 

IV. REVIEW OF BBF PROJECTS  
 

PROJECT TITLE: THE SALT OF LIFE  
Urgent measures for restoration and long-term conservation of the Atanasovsko lake coastal lagoon, 
with a short name / LIFE11 NAT/BG/00036 
Donor: The EU LIFE+ Program 
Partners: The Bulgarian Society for Protection of Birds (BSPB) and Chernomorski Solnitsi AD 
Total value: The project value is 2,013,027 Euro, with the BBF budget being 510,265 Euro 
Financing for 2017: 151 442 лв.  
The BBF Team: Diana Kostovska, Spas Uzunov, Radostina Tsenova, Diana Pavlova, Georgi Gyuzelev 
(civil contract), Tanya Shnel (labor contract – 50%), Snejana Ivanova (part time) 
 
In 2017, 1090 m wooden barriers, 1500 m earth dykes and 750 m small dykes were restored to 
provide valuable habitat for many bird species. The restoration of total 118 750 m traditional salt 
production infrastructure increased with 9.8 ha suitable areas for nesting, resting and roosting of 
different bird species.  
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For the reporting period, 5420 m from the bed of the 
Bypass channel was cleaned with the “Dragline” 
excavator and 40 650 m3 of silt, mud and sediments 
were taken from it. As a result of this action, 80% from 
the length of the Bypass channel was cleaned and at this 
stage, the channel can be characterized as a water body 
with moderately good ecological status, which plays a 
significant role in managing the water levels, improving 
hydrological regime, and ensuring protection against 
floods. During the last strong rainfall on 25th of October, 
when 49 mm/m3 rain fell for 2 hours, the cleaned part of 
the Bypass channel safely conducted large volumes of water to the sea securing the Lake against 
the flood.  
 
The trend toward a general reduction of the values of the nutrients in the lagoon as a result of 
conservation actions was maintained in 2017. According to the monitoring data in 2017 habitat 
1410 Mediterranean Salt Meadows has 19 times bigger coverage in the SCI Atanasovsko Lake 
(11.06 ha) than in the SDF, but it is in Unfavorable – Inadequate status because it is highly 
fragmented, with disturbed water regime and covered by intensive growing population of 
Phragmites australis.  
 

The largest artificial island for Dalmatian Pelicans 
(Pelecanus crispus) in Bulgaria with an area of 144 
m2 was built in 2017 with co-financing provided by 
Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics received in 2016. 
On 27th of May between 100 and 120 birds visited 
and roosted on the island. About 90% pelicans 
were young birds. The construction of island is an 
initial step towards the creation of a new nesting 
colony of Dalmatian Pelicans in Atanasovsko Lake. 
The data of the target bird species has decreased 
values in 2017 in comparison to those reported in 
2016. The overall trend for all indicator species 

compared to 2011 is positive. The record number of Great flamingos (66 individuals) was 
registered in Atanasovsko Lake and in the country in 
October. 
 
In 2017 the first scientific article with project data 
“Ecological Status Assessment of a Hypersaline Lake: A 
case study of Atanasovsko Lake, Bulgaria” was published 
in the authoritative scientific journal with a high impact 
factor “Acta Zoologia Bulgarica. Special publication of 
LIFE for the Coastal lagoons was devoted to the Black 
Sea lagoons too and the efforts of the Project. 
 
The Facebook profile of the project is very successful and has 1613 followers and friends. An 
Interactive map for the Lake was developed with several layers and was uploaded to the updated 
web page of the project. It guides visitors to different places around and in the Lake and show 
places suitable for people with disabilities. 
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Considering increased tourist flow, we decided to enlarge a 
Salt trail with a museum space dedicated to Atanasovsko 
Lake. Our main idea was to expose the interactive travelling 
exhibition symbiotic, which completed its national tour. 
With the conceptual support from the architect, together 
with our partner, BS Salinas Ltd., a former salt workers 
house (45 m2) was transformed into an attractive exposition 
space named Symbiotic. The 5th edition of the Salt Festival 
in 2017 was on the theme “Inspired by the Lake” and was visited by 3500 people. The Festival was 
very successful, but the organization of the whole day event was very hard for our team. Many 
people from BBF helped in the preparation the event. We involved 10 volunteers through Time 
Heroes Platform and got 230 BGN for their expenditures to Burgas. Highly efficient was the 
national, regional and local level media coverage, using traditional and social media channels. We 
produced 14 short videos from the CCTV camera installed on the Pelican’s island which were 
observed by thousands of people through Facebook. 
 

 
Trying to attract the media, different stakeholders and supporters, the project team organised 
special events such as Info tour for Atanasovsko Lake and for the wetlands, Open Life Day, Bat 
Night. The Half marathon Atanasovsko Lake devoted to the Name Day of the Lake become more 
popular sport event and attracted 112 athletes from age between 8 to 64 years. The event The 
Biodiversity Carnival in May celebrated 25 years of LIFE Programme under the theme “Living 
Nature of Bulgaria”. In September we applied for the Natura 2000 Award in Communication 
category. Our application was on the topic: Tale for the Lake, Salt, Birds and People. 

 
The collaboration with Lush Fresh Handmade 
Cosmetics goes out of Salt of Life project. In 
August 2018 they bought first 5 000 kg for their 
products after a long period of testing the Black-
sea salt. In January 2018 they ordered new 24 
000 kg salt. Lush are generally very keen to 
support salt habitat projects, especially where 
they have the connection to their supply chain. 
 

BBF developed and submitted a new Life Nature project - the Lagoon of LIFE (Maintain the Man-
Lake Symbiosis for the Benefit of Species and Habitats of EU conservation concern) in September 
2017. BBF was an “initiator of the idea” for the Integrated project for Burgas Bay with the 
beneficiary municipality of Burgas.  
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PROJECT TITLE: FOR THE BALKAN AND THE PEOPLE 
Donor: The Bulgarian Swiss Cooperation Program via the Civil Society Reforms Fund. 
Partners: Bioselena Foundation, WWF, Park Association, BSPB, Pro-Natura Switzerland, REDD-
Switzerland, BSPB Switzerland, The Executive Agency for Selection, Animal Breeding and Plang 
Growing, SAVE 
The BBF Team: Rumuana Ivanova, Rosen Vassilev, Yulia Yordanova, Desislava Zhivkova, Radostina 
Tzenova, Snejana Ivanova, Vladimir Milushev, Katya Milusheva, Elitsa Ivanova, Yordanka Dineva, Peter 
Todorov, Martina Koleva, Petya Sheremetova, Bertrand Sansonans, Pierre Galland. 
 
The 2017 was the final year of the 5-years Linking Nature project (it has finished in September 
2017). For most of the partners as well as for BBF the last period was dedicated to public 
information activities promoting the achievements of the project together with meetings for 
discussion and evaluation of these achievements.  

The BBF team participated actively in the Self-evaluation process and in the External Review of the 
project. The following lines give a summary of the results of the entire “Linking Nature” project. 

C.1. Provide model for informed public engagement through enhancing Central Balkan National 
Park pastures management 

A Strategic Plan for management of mountain pastures on the territory of Central Balkan National 
Park was developed with the participation of all major stakeholders. In addition a Plan for 
restoration and reconstruction of pasture infrastructure on the territory of Central Balkan NP was 
prepared, an informative brochure for livestock breeders from the region of Central Balkan 
National Park was elaborated and more than 
25 meetings and discussions with different 
stakeholders organized and performed. 

The Strategic Plan was elaborated on the 
bases of the Adaptive management 
methodology (Open Standards for the 
Practice of Conservation). The methodology 
being a useful management tool in nature 
conservation applied used worldwide was 
further promoted and applied. 

Two proposals for amendments of the sub-measure Pastoralism (5.2.) of measure 214 – agri-
environment payments were developed and officially submitted to the Ministry of Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food. Many of the proposed texts were accepted and included in the new Rural 
Development Programme 2014 – 2020 for Bulgaria which led to increased positive impact of the 
sub-measure on the ecosystems in Central Balkan National Park. 

All this led to Enhanced management of all mountain pastures on the territory of in Central Balkan 
National Park through effective involvement of local rural communities improved planning and 
cooperation among stakeholders. 
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The project provided models for informed public engagement through information campaign with 
wide public participation regarding the possibilities for Biosphere reserve establishment in the 
region of Central Balkan National Park. The campaign turned to be very successful and resulted 
with the agreement on establishment of big scale 
Biosphere reserve covering the territory of 4 
municipalities and Central Balkan National Park.  

C.2.1. Piloting innovative model of working with 
children: establishing an open-air nature 
academy 

The Children Nature Academy Uzana has been 
designed and established as model open-air 
interpretation site, in partnership with the 
Gabrovo Municipality. Special infrastructure has been placed in the building of the Uzana visitors 

centre and in the forest path. Interpretation manual with 10 
thematic programs has been developed and more than 20 people 
have been trained as nature interpretators.  

Regional and national promotion campaign has been organized 
with online social media and information materials publications, 
promotional trip for specialized tour-operators, advertisement, 
and numerous presentations of the Children Nature Academy on 
festivals, exhibitions and tourism fairs. 

A development plan and a business plan for the sustainability of 
the Children Nature Academy have been elaborated and applied. 
A special entity for the future management of the Academy is 
under development in partnership between Gabrovo Municipality 

and BBF, based on Agreement signed 27.10.2014 with 5 
years term.  

More than 1200 people have visited the Children Nature 
Academy and the special events organized by the team 
only in the last project year. 

C 2.2. Develop the future Conservation Leaders of 
Bulgaria 

A program for support and development of future 
conservation leaders in Bulgaria has been applied including 120 university lectures with 7500 
participants and online audience of more than 3700 people, 5 field camps with 600 participants, 
and 16 biodiversity related student’s diploma theses financed and successfully defended.  
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In 2017 the Students camp was organized again in Uzana (7-10 August). It included trainings on 
permaculture practices and it was aiming to support the sustainability of the Children Nature 
Academy. 

C.3. Foster public support for sustainable and equitable use of nature resources as the basis of a 
future greener economy through large scale awareness raising actions 

A large scale awareness raising actions have been organised during the project implementation in 
order to foster public support for sustainable and equitable use of nature resources. This action 
was focused on highlighting the achievements of the project. BBF has been chosen by the 
consortium partners to deliver the messages of the project and through its wide team to 
communication to the various groups of stakeholders in the Bulgarian society.  

All the indicators were reached at an early stage and 
overreached by the end of the project. Most of the working 
mechanisms of For the Nature Coalition were successfully 
revised and improved. 32 meetings were made on every 
occasion, a strategic meeting was made for the first time after 5 
years; the list of volunteers was regularly updated and 
distributed in 20 groups to organize volunteer support according 
to their competences. The management of the coalition website 
and FB page as key outreach mechanisms were structured in 
terms of contents and distribution of members’ responsibilities 
for uploading it. The followers of For the Nature Coalition on 
Facebook were increased over 4 times (from 7000 to over 
30 000). The revival of Biodiversity Awards was very successful 
and for 5 years the official ceremony became a core event for all nature lovers and environmental 
society as a whole. Green Days and Uzana Festival were very successful for the project 
presentation with more than 10 000 visitors per year. Beglika Fest, Challenge Days, Plum Festival, 
Rose Festival provoked the interest of more than 6000 people/per year. 

D. Visibility of programme results 

Five years after the start “For the Balkan and 
the People” Project is well known in the project 
area, but also in Bulgaria and even on 
European level. The project won the precious 
European Natura 2000 award in Socio-
Economic category for 2016 which was well 
presented through the media and with special 
events in Sofia and the project area. A variety 
of media materials were published 
electronically and on paper thanks to specific 
efforts of all partners during the project lifetime (more than 1500 materials for these 5 years – TV, 
radio, newspapers, magazines, internet sites). The visibility of the Project respond to the publicity 
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requirements of the Swiss support in Bulgaria with the aim to increase the awareness of the 
general public about the Project implementation. The Communication strategy was developed and 
implemented with the support of 5 Annual communication plans approved yearly by the PMB. 
Thanks to the project work the knowledge and understanding on the link between biodiversity 
protection and rural development was increased, incl. business activities that are in line with 
natural resources protection. The challenge of involvement of various players inside and outside 
the project was motivating and also was the reason for the final success of the project. The short 
name of the Project and all visual attributes supported the visual identity, but also keep the 
independence of each partner in the consortium. A series of 4 short films and one big film were 
prepared and well distributed, as well as WWF film for the project, special TV theme on national 
Nova TV and few attractive short videos were prepared. BNT team produced a number of 10 
minutes reportages showing the most interesting aspects of the farmers visit in Switzerland. The 
interest by the Bulgarian farmers was enormous – over 600 000 people have seen the reports.  

Banners, flags and a set of informational materials (more than 28 different leaflets, t-shirts, 
promotional materials, etc.) were developed and well distributed among the partners themselves 
and with the external public. The web sites and Facebook pages of the Bulgarian and Swiss partner 
organizations and those created within the project were used as a popularization and 
communication tool to reach the general public on regional, national and international level. All 
press releases to the media and other news 
about the progress of the project 
implementation were submitted on the 
project letterhead with info for the project 
and logos of all partners and BSCP. Every 
year a special event for presentation of the 
project results and achievements was 
organizing for stakeholders and media with 
the high presence of the Swiss Ambassador, 
some of the Ministers and all partners. 

For the assessment of the effectiveness of 
the project two sociological research polls have been conducted - one focused on the region 
within the project activities’ range (Regional poll) and second aimed at assessing the project’s 
wider visibility and the national level impact of the conducted activities (National poll). The results 
were very interesting and they were presented through several press releases and special 
discussion with all partners in Sofia.  

Important events with very good visibility effect were the Annual Biodiversity Awards (in Borisova 
Gradina, in EU House, in Peroto club, in Terminal 1 club and in Maimunarnika club) where the best 
achievements in the biodiversity field were awarded, but also the link with the other components 
of the project were made. The tasty farm products from the project region have been presented. 
Several of the farms supported by the project were nominated for their pro-biodiversity 
businesses, as well as many of the civic campaigns. 
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The Black PR campaign against the environmental NGOs (some of which part of the project) and 
Swiss support for the Bulgarian nature raise regular monitoring of the situation (media, reactions, 
meetings) on the site of the communicators of the For the Nature Coalition – several actions were 
planed and implemented as a video clip with famous actors, press conference, press releases, etc. 
BBF prepared weekly media monitoring and detailed analyze of the situation which was presented 
to the NCO and Swiss Embassy.  

Participation to the national and regional events in Sofia and around the country demonstrated all 
partners’ efforts to popularize the project objectives, to share good food and quality products with 
the people living outside the areas with high nature values but very enthusiastic about the 
preserved nature and better livelihood of the farmers who live there.  

 

PROJECT TITLE: SUPPORTING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR PEOPLE AND NATURE IN THE 
OSOGOVO MOUNTAIN 
Donor: German Federal Environmental Foundation (Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt DBU), 
Frankfurt Zoological Society FZS and own contribution by the project partners 

Partners: EuroNatur Foundation, Germany (Lead partner), Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation and 
Macedonian Ecological Society MES, Macedonia 

The total amount of is 208 321 EUR (60% DBU grant and 40% contribution of FZS and the partners) 

BBF’s total budget: 84 992 EUR (82 992 EUR grant and 2000 EUR own contribution) 

Time frame: December 2015 – March 2018 

BBF team: Martina Koleva (till May) and Tanya Schnell (from May)  - Project Coordinator, Peter 
Todorov – Project Assistant, Snejana Ivanova - Project Accountant, Petya Sheremetova - PR 

The project has three main goals/components:  

Support sustainable forest management in Osogovo – 
Capacity building of the forestry sector 
In April 2017, BBF conducted training for around 30 
foresters from the two FUs Nevestino and Kyustendil. 
Also participants from the Hunting Unit (HU) Osogovo 
and other FUs/HUs expecting the certification of HNVF 

https://www.dbu.de/
https://fzs.org/en/
http://www.euronatur.org/
http://mes.org.mk/
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under the umbrella of the SWSE joined the training. The training was held by national forestry 
experts and included topics like assessment, management, monitoring, FSC (Forest Stewardship 
Council) system as well as Geoformation systems.  

For the last project phase a second training for the same target group is planned. It will go further 
into detail of the abovementioned topics. In order to prepare the training to go deeper in the field 
situation a questionnaire on the specific knowledge need was prepared by a contracted forestry 
expert and sent to the forestry units.  
 
Improve knowledge about large carnivores in Osogovo  
National Monitoring Network 

For setting up a LC monitoring with public 
involvement, three major steps were followed:  

• Preparation of a document “Expert 
analysis of existing information about 
large carnivores (Brown bear, wolf and 
lynx)”, containing information on LC in 
Osogovo mountain and the 
existent/applied monitoring methods in 
both countries; 

• Selection of the applicable for Osogovo 
mountain approaches for monitoring based on the considerations mentioned in upper 
document; 

• 3) Meetings and trainings with the target groups to introduce them to the current status of 
the LC in the mountain and the tasks of this project. In February 2017 a training for hunters 
from the Anglers and Hunters Society "ELEN" – Kyustendil was organized.  

From the eight target groups an effective cooperation up to now was formed only with two - 
border police and forestry staff.  
The best cooperation for LC monitoring with camera traps was proven to be with border police 
because of interests’ overlap – the camera traps were set in areas with both intensive animal and 
human movement. Large carnivores are known to use intensively more or less maintained dirt 
(forest black) roads which are also used by people. Thus with the camera traps the presence of 
both of LC and possible illegal crossings of 
immigrants could be monitored. 

Camera-trapping 

Till the end of November 2017 there are 27 
camera trap locations in the Bulgarian part of 
Osogovo Mountain from totally 21 camera traps 
(including 2 old ones from another project). 
The cameras are checked regularly by members of 
the monitoring network as well as the large 
carnivore experts of BBF. 
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Results 

In total 17 672 photos and videos are collected from the camera trap till end of November 2017. 
Of them, 6 475 photos and videos are of mammals (wild and domestic), 5 451 – wild mammals 
only. 

So far two (grey wolf and brown bear) of the three target species are detected. The last data 
(camera trap photos) of lynx is from the 2nd of October 2015. Since then the two individuals 
registered frequently till then, are no longer observed. Most interesting finding is that grey wolf 
was located in the Bulgarian part at nine locations so far. The data showed that at least two 
distinctive wolf packs are living in the border area between Bulgaria and Macedonia: one pack 
with seven wolves and one pack with three wolves. Additionally on seven other locations different 
individual (single) wolves were registered. There is one bear registration in Chekanetz locality – 
the animal is a large individual, probably a male. 

Foster Nature-based tourism in Osogovo 
An analysis of the tourism 
potential of Osogovo made in 
2017 increased the knowledge of 
Osogovo as nature-based tourism 
destination for sustainable 
tourism practices such as tracking, 
mountain biking, environmental 
education travel for pupils etc. 
This high potential is due to the 
mild relief of the mountain, the 
diversity of ecosystems, the 
vicinity of major cities, the 

comparatively well-developed forest road network etc. Nine Twenty-seven walking (app. 70 km) 
and more than fifteen thirteen bike trails (over 300 km) have been identified and their condition 
has been verified on the field. Some of t and the rest will be checked in the following period 
Several Natural phenomena and cultural-historical sites of interest have been included in the 
potential tours.  

In the period June to December 2017 the project team chose the mountain biking as a best 
practice example of sustainable tourism to develop an offer and to promote it to the public. We 
called it “Osogovo – the unknown mountain bike destination”.  

The offer consists of single elements of the local service supplies, description of facilities and 
infrastructure. The descriptions of three routes, together with safety recommendations and GPS 
tracks were uploaded on the mountain bike forum webpage: 

http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5560-route-2017-osogovo-beginners 

http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5578-route-2017-trite-buki-predela-dvete-reki 

http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5573-route-2017-osogovo-obikolka-choveka 

http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5560-route-2017-osogovo-beginners
http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5578-route-2017-trite-buki-predela-dvete-reki
http://www.mtb-bg.com/index.php/trails/routes/5573-route-2017-osogovo-obikolka-choveka
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In addition a local young entrepreneur was identified. He runs a mountain bike store and a rent 
station in the town of Kyustendil and owns a bike mobile repair shop and a bike transportation 
vehicle.  

The main goal of this approach is to make the local service supply available to broader public so 
that single tourists, small groups and families are attracted to the mountain in a way that suits 
them best in terms of time and financial means. The approach is in correlation with the current 
European tendency in tourism. According to the European Travel Commission the number of self-
guided tours by solvent tourists is growing.  

BBF together with MES organized a transboundary forum in Kriva Palanka, Macedonia. There the 
results of the analysis and the developed bike torus were presented to the public. However none 
of the invited Bulgarian municipality representatives or hotel/restaurant managers did not come 
to this forum.  

To reach these important stakeholders several single meetings were initialized by the BBF team in 
November and December 2017. In general their reaction to the idea of the development of 
Osogovo as sustainable tourism/mountain bike destination was positive but they expressed a 
serious doubt in a successful joint initiative in the region as everybody, as they said, works only for 
his/hers own profit.  

During these meetings the owners/managers were also provided with a short presentation on the 
improvement of the internet presence of their businesses as the tourists today use mainly the 
internet to plan their self –guided tours.  

A second attempt to talk to representatives of Kyustendil municipality turned out successful – the 
results of the analysis, the identified bike trails and especially their reflection in the media (see 
below) obtained a warm welcome. Future development and a joint organization of public national 
forum were discussed.  

Promotion of the offer “Osogovo – the unknown 
bike destination” on several events: 

• On a specially organized event in the 
Traveler’s Club in Sofia in the beginning 
of October – around 50 people gathered 
on a Tuesday evening, listened to the 
interesting presentations and met the 
Macedonian colleagues and bikers.  

• On the annual Chestnut festival in Belasitza mountain where BBF is a co-organizer and has 
a traditional information material stand.  

• Through a promotional tour of the organization “Wild Berries” which has a big number of 
followers on the internet.  
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• Through a promotional trip for a mixed group of 12 Macedonian and Bulgarian Participants 
in Bulgaria and Macedonia at the beginning of 
November.   

• At a transboundary forum, organized by the 
Macedonian partner MES at Kriva Palanka, 
Macedonia.  

• At the annual Challenge Days in Sofia 29.11. – 01.12. 
• Through a brochure in print and web format 
• http://bbf.biodiversity.bg/bg/Novi-velo-marshruti-v-

Osogovo-nepoznatata-velodestinatsiya.p1925 
• Through single meetings with hotel/guest houses 

managers  
• Through meeting with municipality representatives  

 
The activity led to big interest in different media. Till end of December we counted 19 articles in 
different magazines and internet sites.  

PROJECT TITLE: BIOSPHERE PARKS THROUGH THE EYES OF THE YOUTH - you(th) can do it! 
Funding programme: Mtel Eco Grant - Nature with Future Program 
Partners: Teachers and pupils from 4 schools from the newly established Biosphere Reserves (BR) 
with the assistance of the Regional Inspectorates of Environment and Waters in Rousse and 
Plovdiv, the Directorates of Strandzha Nature Park and Central Balkan National Park (CBNP), the 
municipalities of Asenovgrad, Malko Tarnovo, Silistra and Troyan and volunteers and 
administrators from Wikipedia Bulgaria. 
Total value of the project: 6238 BGN/3190 Euro 
Funding for 2017: 6238 BGN/3190 Euro 
BBF Team: Katrin Tomova, Petko Tzvetkov, Radostina Tzenova, Elitsa Ivanova 
 

At the beginning of the project, 7 local meetings were held to 
identify the most appropriate schools, teachers and pupils, 10 on-
line training for learning more about the UNESCO Man and 
Biosphere Program and the concept of modern biosphere parks 
were organized, as well as training on presentation skills and 
working with Wikipedia. In addition, some of the meetings and 
trainings were organized in person together with the BBF team and 
the schools. For the first time more than 150 students aged 14-18 
years from Troyan, Silistra, Asenovgrad and Malko Tarnovo, as well 

as 5 local teachers received training and information on the natural and cultural values and 
opportunities which their BR’s provides. Moreover, more than 30 of them passed our presentation 
skills and Wikipedia writing trainings.  

In addition, the BBF team, together with the students from the 4 schools and the help of Wikipedia 
Bulgaria Administrators have developed 4 new Wikipedia pages and have updated one existing 
page namely: Червената стена (109)1 (Chervenata stena BR); Узунбуджак (73) (Uzunbudzhk BR); 
                                                 
1 The number of visits of the page from their creation (November 2017) until January 2018.  

http://bbf.biodiversity.bg/bg/Novi-velo-marshruti-v-Osogovo-nepoznatata-velodestinatsiya.p1925
http://bbf.biodiversity.bg/bg/Novi-velo-marshruti-v-Osogovo-nepoznatata-velodestinatsiya.p1925
https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A7%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B2%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B0_%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0_(%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA)
https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A3%D0%B7%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%B1%D1%83%D0%B4%D0%B6%D0%B0%D0%BA_(%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA)
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Сребърна (83) (Srebarna BR); Централен Балкан (109) (Central Balkan BR) and Биосферни 
резервати (888)2 (Biosphere reserves). Overall, more than 1260 visits were recorded for a period 
of 2 months.  

Furthermore, students from the four 
regions together with their teachers and 
with the help of the BBF team prepared 
4 presentations for their respective BR 
which were then presented in an online 
webinar. In the presentations, besides 
pictures and information about the 
natural, cultural and historical heritage, 
the young students have prepared information about different opportunities for economic 
development and sustainable local livelihood based on the harmonious coexistence between man 
and nature. 

The final webinar was held with over 30 participants from all four contemporary (extended) 
biosphere reserves. The participants presented their work and were excited to show the lessons 
learned to their classmates from other cities. The webinar was recorded and is now available on 
the Youtube Channel of Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation at the following link. The presentations 

will also continue after the end of the project. 

Meanwhile, six press releases were sent to national and 
regional media. Through the Facebook page and BBF website, 
the team posted regular updates and news (6) about the 
project and the biosphere reserves. Over 30 articles in various 
online publications and 2 radio interviews reflected the 
progress of the project. At the end, more than 100 
promotional buffs and stickers with the donor logo, the BR 
logo and the name of the project were printed and distributed 
among the participants. 

Overall, the activities of the project were successfully implemented in cooperation with the RIEW 
in Rousse and Plovdiv, the municipalities of Asenovgrad, Malko Tarnovo, Silistra and Troyan and 
CBNP Directorate. At the end, all institutions were informed 
about the progress of the project and were provided with the 
contacts of the already trained students and teachers for follow- 
partnerships. 

The project was also welcomed by the participants of the MAB 
Youth Forum in the Po delta (Italu). Phe project manager Katrin 
Tomova received an award from the Bulgarian Ministry of Youth 
and Sports in connection with her work on the topic of biosphere 
                                                 
2 The number of visits of the page from their creation (November 2017) until January 2018. 

https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A1%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B1%D1%8A%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B0_(%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA)
https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D0%91%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%BD_(%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA)
https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%91%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82
https://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%91%D0%B8%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%84%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD_%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIM-AGPL_Y4&t=5s
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reserves and presented the project on the facebook page of the competition. The results of the 
project, together with the Final Declaration from the MAB Youth Forum were also presented at 
the meeting of the National Committee of the Man and Biosphere Program held on 17.11.2017. in 
the Ministry of Environment and Waters.  

PROJECT TITLE: WILD AND HAPPY  
Donor: Vivacom Eco Grant Programme  
Partners: teachers and kids from Gabrovo kindergardens  
Total amount of the project 4980 BGN 
Financing for 2017: 2500 BGN   
BBF Team: Marieta Terzieva, Radostina Arusheva 
 
The aim of the project was to give children from the kindergartens in Gabrovo opportunity to 
touch the nature of the Balkan Mountains, to learn through their own experience and to have fun 
and feel free in the area of the Uzana Children's Academy of Nature. 
 
At the beginning of the project there was only one kindergarten "Radost" 1, with interest to join 
the project. Very soon a second kindergarten "Winnie the Pooh" was included with their preschool 
group. We conducted surveys with the children's parents to check out their attitudes towards free 
play for children out, dirty clothes and their attitude to nature. 
 
The kids from the two groups involved in the project are 6 years old. Surprisingly, we found that 
perhaps 80% of children do not recognize many species of animals and plants, and even attribute 
atypical qualities to familiar animals, such as the mole is flying, and the donkey laying eggs. 
This has shown us the real level of knowledge about the nature of the groups. 
 
In the "Winnie the Pooh" Kindergarten there is a reconstruction of the whole yard. Children have 
no place to play outside. The participation of the pre-school group in the project "Wild and happy" 
turned out to be a wonderful and anticipated opportunity for children to play. 
 
Four parent meetings - 
two in each kindergarten 
took place to ensure that 
all parents are familiar 
with the project, 
activities and duration. 
We have included a child 
psychologist in the 
project in order to 
monitor and assess the 
real benefit and impact 
of nature activities to 
the children. The 
psychologist has 
prepared several 
questionnaires that are 
filled in by parents 
during the project and they track their initial attitudes and how they change depending on the 
experiences of the children. 

https://www.facebook.com/bgyouthinfo/photos/a.1379760392134905.1073741834.563291030448516/1379767222134222/?type=3&theater
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Five activities were held with the children from the two kindergartens, four of them in the 
kindergartens, and one of them as a trip to the Uzana Children's Academy. This gave us a lot of 
information for the children, the group work, its dynamics and the attitude of the teachers 
towards the children and about the project "Wild and happy", what the children know and what 
they are interested in. 
 
The excursion has taught us the need to ensure access to the nature for the children. At first, it 
was hard to see that they were in the woods, some of them were boring, but when we saw the 
first sponge, we heard a woodpecker and found a nutcracker, things immediately improved.  
The project will finish in May 2018 with several special activities. 
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 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES OF THE BBF IN 2017 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

BBF Board  
Bertrand Sansonans 

Rossen Vassilev 
Rumyana Stoilova 

Buriana Konaklieva 
Plamen Dimitrov 

Krasimir Dechev (till October) 
Gottlieb Dandliker 

 
 

Executive Bureau 
Rumyana Ivanova 
Stefan Avramov 

Radostina Tzenova 
Jordanka Dineva 
Petko Tsvetkov 

Desislava Zhivkova 
Vladimir Milushev 

  
 

Executive Director 
Rumyana Ivanova 
 

Office Coordinator 
Desislava Zhivkova 

BBF Branch Managers 
Strandja - Radostina Tzenova 
Belasitsa - Vladimir Mulushev 
Eastern Rhodopes - Stefan Avramov 
Kaliakra - Petko Tsvetkov 
 

 

 
 

BBF Experts: 
Desislava Zhivkova - Project Administrator till October 
Tanya Georgieva – Shnell – GIS expert (on maternity leave till April and back to 
work from May) 
Peter Todorov - Project Coordinator 
Petya Sheremetova – PR expert till October 
Katerina Angelova – EU Financing Expert 
Martina Koleva - Eco-tourism, Project Coordinator (on maternity leave from May) 
Elitsa Ivanova - Student Activities Coordinator till October 
Diyana Kostovska - Project Manager 
Spas Uzunov - Conservation Activities 
Vladimir Milushev - Project Coordinator till October 
Rossen Vassilev - Project Manager till October 
Diana Pavlova - Interpretation Expert 
Jordanka Dineva - Project and Campaign Coordinator (on maternity leave) 
Katrin Tomova - Project Coordinator 

BBF Offices 
Headquarters, Sofia (new office from June) 

Regional Office, Burgas 
Regional Office, Blagoevgrad (closed in September) 

Visitor Centre in Kaliakra - Balgarevo village 
 
 

Accountant in Chief 
Snejana Ivanova 
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